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1. Introduction  
Parallel spatial database has seemed to become an inevitable trend of high performance 
spatial database development. Partitioning datasets in order to balanced loads among 
multi processors is an important ambition. However, spatial data has its own 
characteristics which make it quite different from others. Its key problem is how to 
partition spatial data to distributed nodes in the parallel environment with regard to its 
spatial relationships between features. Spatial data has its topological relationships, 
spatial locality and spatial resemblance etc. to consider; otherwise the performance of 
geographic algorithms (operators) will be slowed down and the waste of computing 
resources can be resulted in.  
Not surprisingly there are considerable literatures on the topic of partitioning 
geographical data (Goodchild, 1989; Samet, 1989; Sloan et al 1999; Harel & Koren, 2001; 
Han et al., 2001). However, the existing spatial data partitioning methods are mainly 
developed under the environment of relational DBMSs. Such systems will encounter big 
problems when a large number of read/write operations per second occur. Recent years a 
number of new systems, as “NoSQL” database, have been designed to provide good 
horizontal scalability for simple read/write database operations. Horizontal scaling allows 
dozens or hundreds of machines to operate as a single database system, performance 
improving approximately linearly with the number of machines, while traditional 
relational database systems failed to scale well when their data is distributed over many 
servers.  
So, we launched a project trying to develop a NoSQL spatial database to make most of 
the advantages of NoSQL technology. MongoDB not only actually shares the 
characteristics of NoSQL database, but also has the ability to store points collections and 
support some simple spatial query and analysis, such as proximity queries, Bounded 
queries, special geospatial index and so on. So, here in this paper we represent three types 
of point cluster data partitioning strategies, Random Partitioning Strategy (RPS), Space 
filling curve Partitioning Strategy (SPS), and K means Partitioning Strategy (KPS), in 
such NoSQL database cluster system to see their performance in spatial query.  

2. Spatial data partitioning  
Sharding is MongoDB’s approach to scaling out. Sharding partitions a collection and 
stores the different portions on different machines. In order to shard collections, a 
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specific shard key will be needed. The shard key, a field that exists in every document in 
the collection, determines the distribution of the collection’s documents among the 
cluster’s shards. MongoDB distributes documents according to ranges of values in the 
shard key. A given shard holds documents for which the shard key falls within a specific 
range of values. So in this case, if we take no consideration of spatial relationships in the 
NoSQL database, e.g. we choose the objectID of each document as the shard key. The 
spatial distribution of the points collections will be quite random, so we call this strategy 
as Random Partitioning Strategy (RPS). 

2.1 Hilbert space filling curve 
Space-filling curves (SFCs) have been extensively used as a mapping scheme from the 
multi-dimensional space into the 1-D space. A SFC is a thread that goes through all the 
points in the space while visiting each point only one time. Thus, a SFC imposes a linear 
order of points in the multi-dimensional space. SFCs are discovered by Peano where he 
introduces a mapping from the unit interval to the unit square. Hilbert generalizes the 
idea to a mapping of the whole space. Following Peano and Hilbert curves, many SFCs 
are proposed，but among these, the Hilbert curve achieves better clustering properties 
than other SFCs (Bongki,etc, 2001, Mokbel etc.2002). So we choose Hilbert space filling 
curve code as the sharding key of the points collections to distribute spatial data. 

 
Fig.1 The first three steps of the Hilbert space filling curve 

2.2 k means Clustering 
K-means (MacQueen, 1967) is one of the simplest unsupervised learning algorithms that 
solve the well-known clustering problem. The procedure follows a simple and easy way 
to classify a given data set through a certain number of clusters (assume k clusters) fixed 
a priori. In this work we use K means algorithms to cluster the point collections and give 
a continuous range of values within each cluster, so that points within one cluster are 
supposed to be distributed in the same shard server in the MongoDB cluster. The main 
idea of Kmeans is to define k centroids, one for each cluster. this algorithm aims at 
minimizing an objective function, in this case a squared error function. The objective 
function 
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Where  is a chosen distance measure between a data point  and the cluster 

centre , is an indicator of the distance of the n data points from their respective cluster 
centres. 



3. Experiment and Results  
Three point data sets (figure 2) were used to evaluate control point distribution effects in 
the framework of the MongoDB cluster. The first point collection has three clusters and 
each of them has a random distribution within it but has a different radius. The second 
point collection has a random distribution within the range [0,100]. And the third one has 
a uniform distribution. All of them has exactly 100 thousand points in and are 
respectively de-clustered by the three strategies mentioned above, that are RPS, SPS, and 
KPS. And equal amount of spatial queries loading were performed on the nine points 
collections. The results seen from table 1 are the average response time of ten thousand 
spatial queries operating ten times. 

   
(A) (B) (C) 

Fig 2 Data sets of one hundred thousand points within a range of [100, 100] in its x 
and y values, (A) three clusters, each of which has a random distribution,(B) a 

random distribution, (C) a uniform distribution 
 

partitioning  
Strategy 

data type 
RPS SPS KPS 

A 103.47 68.97 58.96 

B 79.49 58.79 57.03 

C 83.66 59.43 58.37 

Table 1 The average response time of ten thousand spatial queries operating ten times, 
dimensionless unit 

4. Conclusion  
We studied the three types of point cluster data partitioning strategies, Random 
Partitioning Strategy (RPS), Space filling curve Partitioning Strategy (SPS), and K means 
Partitioning Strategy (KPS), in MongoDB database cluster. And from the results of the 
experiments we can easily see that KPS has much better spatial query stability than the 
other two, and that spatial data partitioning strategy is a very important factor to improve 
the performance of parallel spatial database. Spatial data unbalancing distribution can 
severely degrade the performance of parallel spatial database and their performance in 
spatial query. 
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